LISTENING SECTION

WHILE LISTENING

1) D
2) drawings/pictures/words
3) art exhibitions/galleries
4) artistic skill
5) C
6) a theory of signs
7) symbols/images
8) more sophisticated
9) the public
10) B
11) TRUE
12) artistic integrity
13) A

LANGUAGE USE SECTION

1) B  9) A  16) difference  23) whether
2) C  10) B  17) separate  24) more
3) A  11) B  18) illogical  25) that
4) C  12) C  19) especially  26) no
5) D  13) D  20) develop  27) what
6) C  14) C  21) the  28) to
7) A  15) A  22) However  29) for
8) D  30) been

READING SECTION

1) A  8) B  15) E  22) A
2) B  9) B  16) I  23) F
3) D  10) B  17) F  24) B
5) D  12) A  19) E  26) D
6) C  13) J  20) H
7) B  14) D  21) G
Summarize the speaker’s ideas on the causes and consequences of obesity in the world today in 6-8 sentences by giving three reasons and consequences.

SAMPLE PARAGRAPH

According to the speaker, obesity today is the biggest problem in the world. The first reason the speaker states is poor diet. There has been a sharp increase in the number of fast food restaurants and the food they sell contains transfats that are known to increase risk of heart attacks. The second reason given in the lecture is the inactive life style of the 21st century. People spend most of their time sitting in front of TV and they lead an inactive life which causes them to gain weight. As a result, these people are likely to develop diseases like diabetes, colon cancer, and other health problems. As a final cause, the speaker mentions that there are some factors beyond people’s control. A person may have genetic tendency to gaining weight. For example, some hormone problems such as underactive thyroid causes being overweight and obese, as underactive thyroid slows down a person’s metabolism and cause weight gain.